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implicitly invokes the FOIA, DoD Di-
rective 5400.7, this part, or DoD Compo-
nent supplementing regulations or in-
structions. Requesters should also indi-
cate a willingess to pay fees associated 
with the processing of their request or, 
in the alternative, why a waiver of fees 
may be appropriate. Written requests 
may be received by postal service or 
other commercial delivery means, by 
fascimile, or electronically. Requests 
received by fascimile or electronically 
must have a postal mailing address in-
cluded since it may be practical to pro-
vide a substantive response elec-
trically. The request is considered 
properly received, or perfected, when 
the above conditions have been met 
and the request arrives at the FOIA of-
fice of the Component in possession of 
the records. 

Initial denial authority (IDA). An offi-
cial who has been granted authority by 
the head of DoD component to with-
hold records requested under the FOIA 
for one or more of the nine categories 
of records exempt from mandatory dis-
closure. IDA’s may also deny a fee cat-
egory claim by a requester; deny a re-
quest for expedited processing due to 
demonstrated compelling need under 
§ 286.4(d)(3) of this part; deny a request 
for a waiver or reduction of fees; review 
a fee estimate; and confirm that no 
records were located in response to a 
request. 

Public interest. The interest in obtain-
ing official information that sheds 
light on an agency’s performance of its 
statutory duties because the informa-
tion falls within the statutory purpose 
of the FOIA to inform citizens about 
what their Government is doing. That 
statutory purpose, however, is not fos-
tered by disclosure of information 
about private citizens accumulated in 
various governmental files that reveals 
nothing about an agency’s or officials 
own conduct. 

§ 286.4 Policy. 

(a) Compliance with the FOIA. DoD 
personnel are expected to comply with 
the FOIA, this part, and DoD FOIA pol-
icy in both better and spirit. This 
strict adherence is necessary to provide 
uniformity in the implementation of 
the DoD FOIA Program and to create 

conditions that will promote public 
trust. 

(b) Openiness with the public. The De-
partment of Defense shall conduct its 
activities in an open manner consistent 
with the need for security and aherence 
to other requirements of law and regu-
lation. Records not exempt from dis-
closure under the Act shall, upon re-
quest, be made readily accessible to 
the public in accordance with rules 
promulgated by competent authority, 
whether or not the Act is invoked. 

(c) Avoidance of procedural obstacles. 
DoD Components shall ensure that pro-
cedural matters do not unnecessarily 
impede a requester from obtaining DoD 
records promptly. Components shall 
provide assistance to requesters to help 
them understand and comply with pro-
cedures established by this part and 
any supplemental regulations pub-
lished by the DoD Components. 

(d) Prompt action on requests. (1) Gen-
erally, when a member of the public 
complies with the procedures estab-
lished in this part and DoD Component 
regulations or instructions for obtain-
ing DoD records, and after the request 
is received by the official designated to 
respond, DoD Components shall en-
deavor to provide a final response de-
termination within the statutory 20 
working days. If a significant number 
of requests, or the complexity of the 
requests prevent a final response deter-
mination within the statutory time pe-
riod, DoD Components shall advise the 
requester of this fact, and explain how 
the request will be responded to within 
its multitrack processing system (see 
§ 286.4(d)(2)). A final response deter-
mination is notification to the re-
quester that the records are released, 
or will be released on a certain date, or 
the records are denied under the appro-
priate FOIA exemption, or the records 
cannot be provided for one or more of 
the other reasons in § 286.23(b). Interim 
responses acknowledging receipt of the 
request, negotiations with the re-
quester concerning the scope of the re-
quest, the response timeframe, and fee 
agreements are encouraged; however, 
such actions do not constitute a final 
response determination pursuant to 
the FOIA. If a request fails to meet 
minimum requirements as set forth in 
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§ 286.3, definition ‘‘FOIA request’’, Com-
ponents shall inform the requester how 
to perfect or correct the request. The 
statutory 20 working day time limit 
applies upon receipt of a perfected or 
correct FOIA request which complies 
with the requirements outlined in 
§ 286.3, definition ‘‘FOIA request’’. 

(2) Multitrack processing. When a Com-
ponent has a significant number of 
pending requests that prevents a re-
sponse determination being made with-
in 20 working days, the requests shall 
be processed in a multitrack processing 
system, based on the date of receipt, 
the amount of work and time involved 
in processing the requests, and whether 
the request qualifies for expedited 
processing as described in paragraph 
(d)(3) of this section. DoD Components 
may establish as many processing 
queues as they wish; however, as a 
minimum, three processing tracks 
shall be established, all based on a 
first-in, first-out concept, and rank or-
dered by the date of receipt of the re-
quest. One track shall be a processing 
queue for simple requests, one track 
for complex requests, and one track 
shall be a processing queue for expe-
dited processing as described in para-
graph (d)(3) of this section. Determina-
tions as to whether a request is simple 
or complex shall be made by each DoD 
Component. DoD Components shall 
provide a requester whose request does 
not qualify for the fastest queue (ex-
cept for expedited processing as de-
scribed in paragraph (d)(3) of this sec-
tion), an opportunity to limit in writ-
ing hard copy, facsimile, or electroni-
cally, the scope of the request in order 
to qualify for the fastest queue. This 
multitrack processing system does not 
obviate components’ responsibility to 
exercise due diligence in processing re-
quests in the most expeditious manner 
possible. 

(3) Expedited processing. A separate 
queue shall be established for requests 
meeting the test for expedited proc-
essing. Expedited processing shall be 
granted to a requester after the re-
quester requests such and dem-
onstrates a compelling need for the in-
formation. Notice of the determination 
as to whether to grant expedited proc-
essing in response to a requester’s com-
pelling need shall be provided to the re-

quester within 10 calendar days after 
receipt of the request in the DoD Com-
ponent’s office that will determine 
whether to grant expedited processing. 
Once the DoD Component has deter-
mined to grant expedited processing, 
the request shall be processed as soon 
as practicable. Actions by DoD Compo-
nents to initially deny or affirm the 
initial denial on appeal of a request for 
expedited processing, and failure to re-
spond in a timely manner shall be sub-
ject to judicial review. 

(i) Compelling need means that the 
failure to obtain the records on an ex-
pedited basis could reasonably be ex-
pected to pose an imminent threat to 
the life or physical safety of an indi-
vidual. 

(ii) Compelling need also means that 
the information is urgently needed by 
an individual primarily engaged in dis-
seminating information in order to in-
form the public concerning actual or 
alleged Federal Government activity. 
An individual primarily engaged in dis-
seminating information means a per-
son whose primary activity involves 
publishing or otherwise disseminating 
information to the public. Representa-
tives of the news media (see § 286.28(e)) 
would normally qualify as individuals 
primarily engaged in disseminating in-
formation. Other persons must dem-
onstrate that their primary activity 
involves publishing or otherwise dis-
seminating information to the public. 

(A) Urgently needed means that the 
information has a particular value that 
will be lost if not disseminated quick-
ly. Ordinarily this means a breaking 
news story of general public interest. 
However, information of historical in-
terest only, or information sought for 
litigation or commercial activities 
would not qualify, nor would a news 
media publication or broadcast dead-
line unrelated to the news breaking na-
ture of the information. 

(B) [Reserved] 
(iii) A demonstration of compelling 

need by a requester shall be made by a 
statement certified by the requester to 
be true and correct to the best of their 
knowledge. This statement must ac-
company the request in order to be 
considered and responded to within the 
10 calendar days required for decisions 
on expedited access. 
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(iv) Other reasons for expedited proc-
essing. Other reasons that merit expe-
dited processing by DoD Components 
are an imminent loss of substantial due 
process rights and humanitarian need. 
A demonstration of imminent loss of 
substantial due process rights shall be 
made by a statement certified by the 
requester to be true and correct to the 
best of his or her knowledge. Humani-
tarian need means that disclosing the 
information will promote the welfare 
and interest of mankind. A demonstra-
tion of humanitarian need shall be also 
made by a statement certified by the 
requester to be true and correct to the 
best of his or her knowledge. Both 
statements mentioned above must ac-
company the request in order to be 
considered and responded to within the 
10 calendar days required for decisions 
on expedited access. Once the decision 
has been made to expedite the request 
for either of these reasons, the request 
may be processed in the expedited 
processing queue behind those requests 
qualifying for compelling need. 

(v) These same procedures also apply 
to requests for expedited processing of 
administrative appeals. 

(e) Use of exemptions. It is DoD policy 
to make records publicly available, un-
less the record qualifies for exemption 
under one or more of the nine exemp-
tions. It is DoD policy that DoD Com-
ponents shall make discretionary re-
leases whenever possible; however, a 
discretionary release is normally not 
appropriate for records clearly exempt 
under exemptions 1, 3, 4, 6, 7(C) and 
7(F) (see subpart C of this part). Ex-
emptions 2, 5, and 7(A)(B)(D) and (E) 
(see subpart C of this part) are discre-
tionary in nature, and DoD Compo-
nents are encouraged to exercise dis-
cretionary releases whenever possible. 
Exemptions 4, 6 and 7(C) cannot be 
claimed when the requester is the sub-
mitter of the information. 

(f) Public domain. Nonexempt records 
released under the authority of this 
part are considered to be in the public 
domain. Such records may also be 
made available in Components’ reading 
rooms in paper form, as well as elec-
tronically, to facilitate public access. 
Discretionary releases to FOIA re-
questers constitute a waiver of the 
FOIA exemption that may otherwise 

apply. Disclosure to a properly con-
stituted advisory committee, to Con-
gress, or to other Federal Agencies 
does not waive the exemption. (See 
§ 286.22(d).) Exempt records disclosed 
without authorization by the appro-
priate DoD official do not lose their ex-
empt status. Also, while authority may 
exist to disclose records to individuals 
in their official capacity, the provi-
sions of this Part apply if the same in-
dividual seeks the records in a private 
or personal capacity. 

(g) Creating a record. (1) A record 
must exist and be in the possession and 
control of the Department of Defense 
at the time of the search to be consid-
ered subject to this part and the FOIA. 
There is no obligation to create, com-
pile, or obtain a record to satisfy a 
FOIA request. A DoD Component, how-
ever, may compile a new record when 
so doing would result in a more useful 
response to the requester, or be less 
burdensome to the agency than pro-
viding existing records, and the re-
quester does not object. Cost of cre-
ating or compiling such a record may 
not be charged to the requester unless 
the fee for creating the record is equal 
to or less than the fee which would be 
charged for providing the existing 
record. Fee assessments shall be in ac-
cordance with subpart F of this part. 

(2) About electronic data, the issue of 
whether records are actually created or 
merely extracted from an existing 
database is not always readily appar-
ent. Consequently, when responding to 
FOIA requests for electronic data 
where creation of a record, program-
ming, or particular format are ques-
tionable, Components should apply a 
standard of reasonableness. In other 
words, if the capability exists to re-
spond to the request, and the effort 
would be a business as usual approach, 
then the request should be processed. 
However, the request need not be proc-
essed where the capability to respond 
does not exist without a significant ex-
penditure of resources, thus not being a 
normal business as usual approach. As 
used in this sense, a significant expend-
iture of resources in both time and 
manpower, that would cause a signifi-
cant interference with the operation of 
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the Component’s automated informa-
tion system would not be a business as 
usual approach. 

(h) Description of requested record. (1) 
Identification of the record desired is 
the responsibility of the requester. The 
requester must provide a description of 
the desired record, that enables the 
Government to locate the record with a 
reasonable amount of effort. In order 
to assist DoD Components in con-
ducting more timely searches, request-
ers should endeavor to provide as much 
identifying information as possible. 
When a DoD Component receives a re-
quest that does not reasonably describe 
the requested record, it shall notify the 
requester of the defect in writing. The 
requester should be asked to provide 
the type of information outlined in 
paragraph (h)(2) of this section. DoD 
Components are not obligated to act on 
the request until the requester re-
sponds to the specificity letter. When 
practicable, DoD Components shall 
offer assistance to the requester in 
identifying the records sought and in 
reformulating the request to reduce 
the burden on the agency in complying 
with the Act. 

(2) The following guidelines are pro-
vided to deal with generalized requests 
and are based on the principle of rea-
sonable effort (Descriptive information 
about a record may be divided into two 
broad categories.): 

(i) Category I is file-related and in-
cludes information such as type of 
record (for example, memorandum), 
title, index citation, subject area, date 
the record was created, and originator. 

(ii) Category II is event-related and 
includes the circumstances that re-
sulted in the record being created or 
the date and circumstances sur-
rounding the event the record covers. 

(3) Generally, a record is not reason-
ably described unless the description 
contains sufficient Category I informa-
tion to permit the conduct of an orga-
nized, non-random search based on the 
DoD Component’s filing arrangements 
and existing retrieval systems, or un-
less the record contains sufficient Cat-
egory II information to permit infer-
ence of the Category I elements needed 
to conduct such a search. 

(4) The following guidelines deal with 
requests for personal records: Ordi-

narily, when personal identifiers are 
provided only in connection with a re-
quest for records concerning the re-
quester, only records in a Privacy Act 
System of records that can be retrieved 
by personal identifiers need be 
searched. However, if a DoD Compo-
nent has reason to believe that records 
on the requester may exist in a record 
system other than a Privacy Act sys-
tem, the DoD Component shall search 
that system under the provisions of the 
FOIA. In either case, DoD Components 
may request a reasonable description 
of the records desired before searching 
for such records under the provisions of 
the FOIA and the Privacy Act. If the 
record is required to be released under 
the FOIA, the Privacy Act does not bar 
its disclosure. See paragraph (m) of 
this section for the relationship be-
tween the FOIA and the Privacy Act. 

(5) The previous guidelines notwith-
standing, the decision of the DoD Com-
ponent concerning reasonableness of 
description must be based on knowl-
edge of its files. If the description en-
ables DoD Component personnel to lo-
cate the record with reasonable effort, 
the description is adequate. The fact 
that a FOIA request is broad or burden-
some in its magnitude does not, in and 
of itself, entitle a DoD Component to 
deny the request on the ground that it 
does not reasonably describe the 
records sought. The key factor is the 
ability of the DoD Component’s staff to 
reasonably ascertain and locate which 
records are being requested. 

(i) Referrals. (1) The DoD FOIA refer-
ral policy is based upon the concept of 
the originator of a record making a re-
lease determination on its information. 
If a DoD Component receives a request 
for records originated by another DoD 
Component, it should contact the DoD 
Component to determine if it also re-
ceived the request, and if not, obtain 
concurrence from the other DoD Com-
ponent to refer the request. In either 
situation, the requester shall be ad-
vised of the action taken, unless ex-
empt information would be revealed. 
While referrals to originators of infor-
mation result in obtaining the best 
possible decision on release of the in-
formation, the policy does not relieve 
DoD Components from the responsi-
bility of making a release decision on a 
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record should the requester object to 
referral of the request and the record. 
Should this situation occur, DoD Com-
ponents should coordinate with the 
originator of the information prior to 
making a release determination. A re-
quest received by a DoD Component 
having no records responsive to a re-
quest shall be referred routinely to an-
other DoD Component, if the other 
DoD Component has reason to believe 
it has the requested record. Prior to 
notifying a requester of a referral to 
another DoD Component, the DoD 
Component receiving the initial re-
quest shall consult with the other DoD 
Component to determine if that DoD 
Component’s association with the ma-
terial is exempt. If the association is 
exempt, the DoD Component receiving 
the initial request will protect the as-
sociation and any exempt information 
without revealing the identity of the 
protected DoD Component. The pro-
tected DoD Component shall be respon-
sible for submitting the justifications 
required in any litigation. Any DoD 
Component receiving a request that 
has been misaddressed shall refer the 
request to the proper address and ad-
vise the requester. DoD Components 
making referrals of requests or records 
shall include with the referral, a point 
of contact by name, a telephone num-
ber, and an e-mail address. 

(2) A DoD Component shall refer for 
response directly to the requester, a 
FOIA request for a record that it holds 
to another DoD Component or agency 
outside the DoD, if the record origi-
nated in the other DoD Component or 
outside agency. Whenever a record or a 
portion of a record is referred to an-
other DoD Component or to a Govern-
ment Agency outside of the DoD for a 
release determination and direct re-
sponse, the requester shall be informed 
of the referral, unless it has been deter-
mined that notification would reveal 
exempt information. Referred records 
shall only be identified to the extent 
consistent with security requirements. 

(3) A DoD Component may refer a re-
quest for a record that it originated to 
another DoD Component or agency 
when the other DoD Component or 
agency has a valid interest in the 
record, or the record was created for 
the use of the other DoD Component or 

agency. In such situations, provide the 
record and a release recommendation 
on the record with the referral action. 
Ensure you include a point of contact 
with the telephone number. An exam-
ple of such a situation is a request for 
audit reports prepared by the Defense 
Contract Audit Agency. These advisory 
reports are prepared for the use of con-
tracting officers and their release to 
the audited contractor shall be at the 
discretion of the contracting officer. A 
FOIA request shall be referred to the 
appropriate DoD Component and the 
requester shall be notified of the refer-
ral, unless exempt information would 
be revealed. Another example is a 
record originated by a DoD Component 
or agency that involves foreign rela-
tions, and could affect a DoD Compo-
nent or organization in a host foreign 
country. Such a request and any re-
sponsive records may be referred to the 
affected DoD Component or organiza-
tion for consultation prior to a final re-
lease determination within the Depart-
ment of Defense. See also § 286.22(e) of 
this part. 

(4) Within the Department of De-
fense, a DoD Component shall ordi-
narily refer a FOIA request and a copy 
of the records it holds, but that was 
originated by other DoD Component or 
that contains substantial information 
obtained from another DoD Compo-
nent, to that Component for direct re-
sponse, after direct coordination and 
obtaining concurrence from the Com-
ponent. The requester then shall be no-
tified by such referral. DoD Compo-
nents shall not, in any case, release or 
deny such records without prior con-
sultation with the other DoD Compo-
nent, except as provided in § 286.22(e) of 
this part. 

(5) DoD Components that receive re-
ferred requests shall answer them in 
accordance with the time limits estab-
lished by the FOIA, this part, and their 
multitrack processing queues, based 
upon the date of initial receipt of the 
request at the referring component or 
agency. 

(6) Agencies outside the Department 
of Defense that are subject to the 
FOIA. 
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3 See footnote 1 to § 286.1(a). 

(i) A DoD Component may refer a 
FOIA request for any record that origi-
nated in an agency outside the Depart-
ment of Defense or that is based on in-
formation obtained from an outside 
agency to the agency for direct re-
sponse to the requester after coordina-
tion with the outside agency, if that 
agency is subject to FOIA. Otherwise, 
the DoD Component must respond to 
the request. 

(ii) A DoD Component shall refer to 
the agency that provided the record 
any FOIA request for investigative, in-
telligence, or any other type of records 
that are on loan to the Department of 
Defense for a specific purpose, if the 
records are restricted from further re-
lease and so marked, However, if for in-
vestigative or intelligence purposes, 
the outside agency desires anonymity, 
a DoD Component may only respond di-
rectly to the requester after coordina-
tion with the outside agency. 

(7) DoD Components that receive re-
quests for records of the National Secu-
rity Council (NSC), the White House, or 
the White House Military Office 
(WHMO) shall process the requests. 
DoD records in which the NSC or White 
House has a concurrent reviewing in-
terest, and NSC, White House, or 
WHMO records discovered in DoD Com-
ponents’ files shall be forwarded to the 
Directorate for Freedom of Informa-
tion and Security Review (DFOISR). 
The DFOISR shall coordinate with the 
NSC, White House, or WHMO and re-
turn the records to the originating 
agency after coordination. 

(8) To the extent referrals are con-
sistent with the policies expressed by 
this section, referrals between offices 
of the same DoD Component are au-
thorized. 

(9) On occasion, the Department of 
Defense receives FOIA requests for 
General Accounting Office (GAO) 
records containing DoD information. 
Even though the GAO is outside the ex-
ecutive Branch, and not subject to the 
FOIA, all FOIA requests for GAO docu-
ments containing DoD information re-
ceived either from the public, or on re-
ferral from the GAO, shall be processed 
under the provisions of the FOIA. 

(j) Authentication. Records provided 
under this part shall be authenticated 
with an appropriate seal, whenever 

necessary, to fulfill an official govern-
ment or other legal function. This serv-
ice, however, is in addition to that re-
quired under the FOIA and is not in-
cluded in the FOIA fee schedule. DoD 
Components may charge for the service 
at a rate of $5.20 for each authentica-
tion. 

(k) Combatant Commands. (1) The 
Combatant Commands are placed under 
the jurisdiction of the OSD, instead of 
the administering Military Depart-
ment or the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, only for the purpose of 
administering the DoD FOIA Program. 
This policy represents an exception to 
the policies directed in DoD Directive 
5100.3; 3 it authorizes and requires the 
Combatant Commands to process FOIA 
requests in accordance with DoD Direc-
tive 5400.7 and this part. The Combat-
ant Commands shall forward directly 
to the Director, Freedom of Informa-
tion and Security Review all cor-
respondence associated with the appeal 
of an initial denial for records under 
the provisions of the FOIA. Procedures 
to effect this administrative require-
ment are outlined in appendix A of this 
part. 

(2) Combatant Commands shall main-
tain an electronic reading room for 
FOIA-processed 5 U.S.C. 552(a)(2)(D) 
records in accordance with subpart B of 
this part. Records qualifying for this 
means of public access also shall be 
maintained in hard copy for public ac-
cess at Combatant Commands’ respec-
tive locations. 

(l) Records management. FOIA records 
shall be maintained and disposed of in 
accordance with the National Archives 
and Records Administration General 
Records Schedule, and DoD Component 
records schedules. 

(m) Relationship between the FOIA and 
the Privacy Act (PA). Not all requesters 
are knowledgeable of the appropriate 
statutory authority to cite when re-
questing records, nor are all of them 
aware of appeal procedures. In some in-
stances, they may cite neither Act, but 
will imply one or both Acts. For these 
reasons, the following guidelines are 
provided to ensure that requesters re-
ceive the greatest amount of access 
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rights under both Acts. See also § 286.24 
regarding appeal rights. 

(1) If the record is required to be re-
leased under the FOIA, the Privacy Act 
does not bar its disclosure. Unlike the 
FOIA, the Privacy Act applies only to 
U.S. citizens and aliens admitted for 
permanent residence. 

(2) Requesters who seek records 
about themselves contained in a Pri-
vacy Act system of records and who 
cite or imply only the Privacy Act, will 
have their requests processed under the 
provisions of both the Privacy Act and 
the FOIA. If the Privacy Act system of 
records is exempt from the provisions 
of 5 U.S.C. 552a(d)(1) and if the records, 
or any portion thereof, are exempt 
under the FOIA, the requester shall be 
so advised with the appropriate Pri-
vacy Act and FOIA exemption. Appeals 
shall be processed under both Acts. 

(3) Requesters who seek records 
about themselves that are not con-
tained in a Privacy Act system of 
records and who cite or imply the Pri-
vacy Act will have their requests proc-
essed under the provisions of the FOIA, 
since the Privacy Act does not apply to 
these records. Appeals shall be proc-
essed under the FOIA. 

(4) Requesters who seek records 
about themselves that are contained in 
a Privacy Act system of records and 
who cite or imply the FOIA or both 
Acts will have their requests processed 
under the provisions of both the Pri-
vacy Act and the FOIA. If the Privacy 
Act system of records is exempt from 
the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552a(d)(1) and 
if the records or any portion thereof, 
are exempt under the FOIA, the re-
quester shall be so advised with the ap-
propriate Privacy Act and FOIA ex-
emption. Appeals shall be processed 
under both Acts. 

(5) Requesters who seek access to 
agency records that are not part of a 
Privacy Act system of records, and who 
cite or imply the Privacy Act and 
FOIA, will have their requests proc-
essed under the FOIA since the Privacy 
Act does not apply to these records. 
Appeals shall be processed under the 
FOIA. 

(6) Requesters who seek access to 
agency records and who cite or imply 
the FOIA will have their requests an 
appeals processed under the FOIA. 

(7) Requesters shall be advised in the 
final response letter which Act(s) was 
(were) used, inclusive of appeal rights 
as outlined in paragraphs (m)(1) 
through (m)(6) of this section. 

(n) Non-responsive information in re-
sponsive records. DoD Components shall 
interpret FOIA requests liberally when 
determining which records are respon-
sive to the requests, and may release 
non-responsive information. However, 
should DoD Components desire to with-
hold non-responsive information, the 
following steps shall be accomplished: 

(1) Consult with the requester, and 
ask if the requester views the informa-
tion as responsive, and if not, seek the 
requester’s concurrence to deletion of 
non-responsive information without a 
FOIA exemption. Reflect this concur-
rence in the response letter. 

(2) If the responsive record is unclas-
sified, and the requester does not agree 
to deletion of non-responsive informa-
tion without a FOIA exemption, re-
lease all non-responsive and responsive 
information which is not exempt. For 
non-responsive information that is ex-
empt, notify the requester that even if 
the information were determined re-
sponsive, it would likely be exempt 
under (state appropriate exemption(s)). 
Advise the requester of the right to re-
quest this information under a sepa-
rate FOIA request. The separate re-
quest shall be placed in the same loca-
tion within the processing queue as the 
original request. 

(3) If the responsive record is classi-
fied, and the requester does not agree 
to deletion of non-responsive informa-
tion without a FOIA exemption, re-
lease all unclassified responsive and 
non-responsive information which is 
not exempt. If the non-responsive in-
formation is exempt, follow the proce-
dures in paragraph (n)(2) of this sec-
tion. The classified, non-responsive in-
formation need not be reviewed for de-
classification at this point. Advise the 
requester that even if the classified in-
formation were determined responsive, 
it would likely be exempt under 5 
U.S.C. 552(b)(1), and other exemptions 
if appropriate. Advise the requester of 
the right to request this information 
under a separate FOIA request. The 
separate request shall be placed in the 
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same location within the processing 
queue as the original request. 

(o) Honoring form or format requests. 
DoD Components shall provide the 
record in any form or format requested 
by the requester if the record is readily 
reproducible in that form or format. 
DoD Components shall make reason-
able efforts to maintain their records 
in forms or formats that are reproduc-
ible. In responding to requests for 
records, DoD Components shall make 
reasonable efforts to search for records 
in electronic form or format, except 
when such efforts would significantly 
interfere with the operation of the DoD 
Components’ automated information 
system. Such determinations shall be 
made on a case by case basis. See also 
paragraph (g)(2) of this section. 

[63 FR 65420, Nov. 25, 1998; 63 FR 67724, Dec. 
8, 1998] 

Subpart B—FOIA Reading Rooms 
§ 286.7 Requirements. 

(a) Reading room. Each DoD Compo-
nent shall provide an appropriate facil-
ity or facilities where the public may 
inspect and copy or have copied the 
records described in paragraph (b) of 
this section and § 286.8(a). In addition 
to the records described in paragraph 
(b) of this section and § 286.8(a), DoD 
Components may elect to place other 
records in their reading room, and also 
make them electronically available to 
the public. DoD Components may share 
reading room facilities if the public is 
not unduly inconvenienced, and also 
may establish decentralized reading 
rooms. When appropriate, the cost of 
copying may be imposed on the person 
requesting the material in accordance 
with the provisions of subpart F of this 
part. 

(b) Record availability. The FOIA re-
quires that records described in 5 
U.S.C. 552(a)(2) (A), (B), (C), and (D) 
created on or after November 1, 1996, 
shall be made available electronically 
by November 1, 1997, as well as in hard 
copy in the FOIA reading room for in-
spection and copying, unless such 
records are published and copies are of-
fered for sale. Personal privacy infor-
mation, that if disclosed to a third 
party requester, would result in an in-
vasion of the first party’s personal pri-

vacy, and contractor submitted infor-
mation, that if disclosed to a com-
peting contractor, would result in com-
petitive harm to the submitting con-
tractor shall be deleted from all 5 
U.S.C. 552(A)(2) records made available 
to the general public. In every case, 
justification for the deletion must be 
fully explained in writing, and the ex-
tent of such deletion shall be indicated 
on the record which is made publicly 
available, unless such indication would 
harm an interest protected by an ex-
emption under which the deletion was 
made. If technically feasible, the ex-
tent of the deletion in electronic 
records or any other form of record 
shall be indicated at the place in the 
record where the deletion was made. 
However, a DoD Component may pub-
lish in the FEDERAL REGISTER a de-
scription of the basis upon which it 
will delete identifying details of par-
ticular types of records to avoid clearly 
unwarranted invasions of privacy, or 
competitive harm to business submit-
ters. In appropriate cases, the DoD 
Component may refer to this descrip-
tion rather than write a separate jus-
tification for each deletion. 5 U.S.C. 
552(a)(2) (A), (B), (C) and (D) records 
are: 

(1) (a)(2)(A) records. Final opinions, 
including concurring and dissenting 
opinions, and orders made in the adju-
dication of cases, as defined in 5 U.S.C. 
551, that may be cited, used, or relied 
upon as precedents in future adjudica-
tions. 

(2) (a)(2)(B) records. Statements of 
policy and interpretations that have 
been adopted by the agency and are not 
published in the FEDERAL REGISTER. 

(3) (a)(2)(C) records. Administrative 
staff manuals and instructions, or por-
tions therefo, that establish DoD pol-
icy or interpretations of policy that af-
fect a member of the public. This pro-
vision does not apply to instructions 
for employees on tactics and tech-
niques to be used in performing their 
duties, or to instructions relating only 
to the internal management of the DoD 
Component. Examples of manuals and 
instructions not normally made avail-
able are: 

(i) Those issued for audit, investiga-
tion, and inspection purposes, or those 
that prescribe operational tactics, 
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